Senior Manager, Security and Loss Prevention Manager
Do you have a Bias for Action?
Would you rather work for the disrupter, or the disrupted?
Are you up for creating solutions and solving tomorrow’s problems today?
We’re glad to hear it.
Since opening in 1995, we’ve been pushing the boundaries of possible further and further. Today,
we’re a Fortune 500 organization that relies on Amazon’s security systems and World Wide Loss
Prevention Programs, especially in the fast-paced environments of our Fulfillment Centers (FCs).
These FCs are at the heart of our rapidly growing business: they’re where we manage a vast range of
our fast-moving inventory. Our FC teams stow deliveries, pick products, package them up and ship
them out: each of these groups have played their part in taking us where we are today.
You’ll join an FC as a member of the senior management team, where you’ll manage, coordinate and
implement all aspects of our loss prevention strategy.
Your mission:
The main areas of focus for you will include:
● Loss exposure and loss controls analysis,
● Loss investigation, and when necessary, theft investigation,
● Physical security systems and controls,
● Contracting guard services,
● Loss prevention education and awareness,
● Thorough loss prevention audit programs.
At Amazon we believe that every day is still day one. A day to take a first step. A day to look
forwards to new challenges. And today is that day for you. It's your day to be part of something
great. A day to make your ideas come to life. And your day to join a company that redefines
itself every day. That's the energy and passion behind Amazon.
We are looking for a Regional Loss Prevention Manager to join us in our network in Germany. As a
Senior Manager, you will lead the effort to efficiently and effectively provide security services and
asset (lives, buildings, equipment, data, & intellectual property) protection within Amazon's
fulfilment centres throughout continental Europe.
Key Responsibilities:








Ensure data protected to IT security and related physical security standards including access
control and system monitoring and that MDF rooms to eliminate possibility of data theft or
operational disruption
Provide leadership, advice and support (software, equipment and other tools, reports and data)
to your Security and Loss Prevention team
Enhance, track, and report on metrics which are key performance indicators (the speed they
identify root causes of defects)
Serve as department’s liaison and security subject matter expert for senior management
Develop business cases which receive the required approval, financial and technical
resources, and the support of appropriate management
Utilize Lean and Six Sigma methods to drive process improvements and increase efficiency




In cooperation with the Worldwide Security team, effectively and efficiently enhance and
standardize your services, programs, policies, procedures and systems
Support Internal Audit Team as required

